INSTRUCTION SHEET #######
46RH and 46RE RWD DUST COVER

This Instruction Sheet explains parts you may receive when servicing applications using certain 46RH and 46RE transmissions. To avoid installation delays it is imperative that a simple exterior transmission inspection be completed. This inspection will determine if an additional dust shield must be ordered to complete the transmission installation.

Inspection Steps:

- Confirm the transmission case/bell housing type by 3-digit case code and lower bell housing feature of the:
  - Transmission to be removed from vehicle.
  - Transmission to be installed into vehicle.
  - See Figures A through D.

- If transmission to be removed from vehicle has a “064” on the bell housing and it is being replaced by a transmission that has a “064”, reuse dust shield from vehicle.

- If transmission to be removed from vehicle has a “064” on the bell housing and it is being replaced by a transmission that has a “067”, dust shield PN: 52117501AB has been included in the remanufactured transmission package.

- If transmission to be removed from vehicle has a “067” on the bell housing and it is being replaced by a transmission that has a “064”, dust shield PN: 4130503AB must be ordered for the installation.

Part numbers on this I-sheet are subject to change. Please consult your Parts Department to check supersedence of these part numbers, and check the part numbers you have received.

Fig A. 067 Case
Fig B. 067 (Notch)
Fig C. 064 Case
Fig D. 064 (No Notch)